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OLYMPIA — The entire transportation industry in the State of Washington—including trucking, shipping
and rail—spoke in opposition here to
an ILWU-supported proposal to force
the labeling of hazardous substances.
A hearing on August 20 was one of
two conducted by the Safety Division
of the State Department of Labor &
Industries which is now drafting
new regulations to protect the health
and well being of all workers covered by the state's compulsory industrial insurance program.
Both of these long needed reforms,
one to require the proper labeling of
dangerous materials and the other
to prevent and control occupationally acquired diseases have been
spearheaded in this state since 1955
by the ILWU. The campaign is being
led by Donald Van Brunt, a Member
of the Governor's Advisory Committee on Safety and an ILWU international representative.
DATE SET
At the August 15 public hearing on
the occupational disease code, Van
Brunt successfully blocked an attempt by the Association of Washington Industries to stall the issuance of any regulations for another
year. As a result of union protests,
Chairman Gordon Johnson set December 3 as the date for final action.
The ILWU representative is serving
on a special committee in an effort
to iron out differences.
"It is obvious that this fight is just
getting started and that we have our
_work eat out for us," was Van Brunt's
comment on a last minute attempt
by a Pacific Maritime Association
spokesman to exclude longshoremen
from coverage under the proposed
new labeling code.
Ronald Schaps, Seattle attorney
for the PMA, sat silent during the
entire day while the detailed ninepage draft of the proposed code was
read and discussed item by item
without any basic employer objection coming out into the open.
EMPLOYER CHALLENGE
Minutes before the session was to
adjourn Schaps took the floor to
challenge the authority of the state
to require any protective labeling of
material in foreign or interstate
commerce.
The nub of the PMA's legal position is that only the Interstate Corn(Continued on Page 5)
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Twinkle, Twinkle Little gar
This is "Telstar." It's the gsadget at the top
of the Thor rocket. It's very complicated. And
expensive. It cost you a fortune. But you don't
own it!
The rocket was built by you too—if you pay
taxes, and who doesn't? But you will notice that
this rocket is different from all the others
you've seen. Usually you expect to see the initials USA on one of the rockets you paid for.
Here it says AT&T—American Telephone and
Telegraph Corporation. They're also the outfit—
through all kinds of interlocking subsidiaries—
that send you your phone bill. And this gadget's
going to get on your phone bill sooner or later.
What happens if you don't like it this way?
Simple, says AT&T—just place your calls with
a competing company. Only there ain't no such
animal.
That's what makes AT&T so happy. It's now
in partnership with the government—heads I
win, tails you lose. AT&T is deeply moved, too,
with patriotic ferver. Sure, the corporation
stands to make a few extra billions—because it
now has a stake in the heavens as well as on
earth. But that isn't what makes AT&T so
happy.
It's the unity that's been developed—real tripartisanship. Brought together in loving partnership are the Democrats, the Republicans, the
Dixiecrats.
Of course there was that little group of "agitators"—like Kefauver and Morse and Neuberger—who kept insisting that this was just a
high-class grab of public money by a big corporation.
In the last ten years American taxpayers
have put out at least $25 billion—some say it
may be as high as $35 billion—in the space
research and development program that made
the launching of Telstar possible. Of course,
AT&T paid the government for the cost of
launching.
But from now on you know who's going to
pay and pay and pay. Number please?
Anyhow, that's the story of Telstar, and how
It happened AT&T replaced USA in the year
1962 and that's why the newest theme song is:
Twinkle, twinkle little $tar
Bringing profits near and far
Up above the world so high
As we cut ourselves some pie.
(See Editorial on Page 2.)

De Facto Segregation Fought
in San Francisco and Oakland
Pinpointing the growing na- homes to more people instead of
tional recognition of de facto seg- forcing large numbers into racial
regation— through housing pat- ghettos.
At issue is the Acorn Redevelopterns, school districting, slum ment
Project which would evict tenclearance, neighborhood divi- ants from low rent housing at Harsions, etc.—the East Bay Division bor Homes. Some 3500 people—
mostly Negro families—are threatof Warehouse Local 6, at its Au- ened
with being uprooied.
gust 9 meeting proclaimed its inILWU support tame in the form
tention of pressing for urban re- of a resolution calling for financial
newal that would bring better assistance to an estimated 20,000
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never went Oil strike in my life, never ran a sfrike in my life,
never Lad anything to do with a picket lute. .In the final analysis,
there is not it great difference between the things I stand for and
the things that the NAM leaders stand for.,I s:and for tlw profit
system. I believe it's a wonderful incentive. I believe in the free
'enterprise system completely.
(Turn to batit page for name of author.)

people to improve their homes. Many
Local 6 and 10 members reside in
the area.
In another protest filed with the
Oakland Board of Education it was
noted that a• new, luxurious high
school has been so districted as to
be the private domain of only the
wealthiest families, with Negroes as
well.as poor white citizens carefully
excluded.
San Franciscans, meanwhile, have
been raising protests heard around
the nation at plans to open a new
school,'Central Junior High which
would be populated by at Last GO
per cent Negro children.
The Board of Education in San
Francisco was charged with deliberately districting the new school to
concentrate a disproportionate number of Negro children in one place,
and, in effect, undo all 'the recent
trends toward greater integration.
Joining with the public clamor has
(Continued on Page .3)
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Bridges Testifies

New Ships
Needed for
Intercoastal
SAN FRANCISCO — ILWU
President Harry Bridges was the
first witness in a Maritime Administration hearing here which
was taking testimony on the request of the American-Hawaiian
Steamship Company for federal
aid in its efforts to re-establish
intercoastal trade.
The company announced plans to
spend approximately 60 million dollars to construct three high-speed
freighters to carry containers between San Francisco and New York.
It desires government mortgage-insurance in order to get the most
favorable private financing terms.
Bridges, responding to questions
on testimony he previously prepared
for the Maritime Administration, detailed the union's reason for supporting American-Hawaiian's petition. He said the organization he
heads backs this request primarily
as a means of increasing job opportunities and creating more work stability for ILWU dock workers.
Primary opponent to the shipping
company's request is the Association
of American Railroads, whose counsel, Jeremiah Waterman, spent considerable time cross examining
Bridges on his previously prepared
testimony.
SLAPS ADMINISTRATION
Bridges took a slap at the Kennedy administration about its apparent reluctance to back the shipping venture, though all the money
would be spent by the company.
Here is an opportunity to help free
enterprise as the Administration has
been stating repeatedly it wishes to
do, Bridges said, and yet when a
chance comes to aid investment in
new enterprises the government
seems to be sitting on its hands.
Bridges aroused the ire of the
hearing examiner, Paul N. Pfeiffer,
when at one point he said:
"When I think of all the phony
programs which the government has
invested in ..."
"Mr. Bridges," Pfeiffer said heatedly, "what programs has the
government invested in that are
phony?"
MONEY IN RATHOLE
Bridges replied:
"In my opinion, the government
support of Chiang Kai Shek is pouring money down a rat hole."
. The union is not primarily concerned with which particular company is planning to reestablish
almost-dead intercoastal trade,
Bridges noted, but is overwhelmingly
interested in increasing work opportunities..
Ameriean-Uawaiian announced
plans to build the world's speediest
freighters, which could cover the San
Francisco-New York run via the
Panama' Canal in about nine days,
carrying 928 cargo containers.. This
would be a definite shot in the arm
to increased shipping. to the East
Coast and return, 11r2dges noted.
That such an accelerated schedule,
with fast turnarounds would provide . definite competition to the
railroads was indicated by the appearance of a spokesman for the
(Continued on back page)
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Up Goes f e Telephone Bill

By Harry Bridges
ErHE American Bar Association held its 85th annual convention in San Francisco two weeks ago. The city was
full of visiting lawyers, and judges, including three US Supreme Court Justices. Also the legal boy wonder, Robert
Kennedy, US Attorney General.
Plenty of experienced attorneys hold the opinion that
Bobbie Kennedy's knowledge and experience in matters of
law is not much. However, his power as chief law,enforcement agent of the US, and the fact that he is brother to
the President, makes him a person to be feared, if not
respected.
The week prior to the Bar Association meeting saw San
Francisco hosting a national conference of attorneys for the
International Brotherhood of Teamsters. Lawyers representing that big international union, its councils and locals in
all areas of the nation, were in attendance in large numbers.
What was the main, almost the sole reason for their conference? The numerous accusations and indictments against
the union, against international and local officers and union
membership policies and actions.
The various charges number into the hundreds. With
very few exceptions they aim at dividing and weakening
the union and its bargaining strength.
With few exceptions, the numerous legal attacks against
the Teamsters are based on the Taft-Hartley law as
amended by the infamous Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin Act.
And always, as it has been for some years, behind the legal
facade of the onslaught, is the vindictive, personal and
political vendetta of the Kennedy family against the Teamsters Union and its General President, Jim Hoffa.
Make no mistake about it, the law pushed through Congress by the Kennedys and McClellan is especially tailored
to do a job on the Teamsters and, for that matter, on any
union or union officer refusing to agree that Jack and
Bobbie Kennedy are the best friends the working rank and
file of American labor unions ever had.

4,4110, fit. __46§1..
NOTHER top legal official who visited San Francisco for
the Bar Association meeting is Charles Donohue. He is
the chief legal officer of the US Department of Labor. Here
is the statement he made based on the actual record since
the Kennedy-Landrum-Griffin law was passed in 1959:
Labor union leaders as a group, he said, are neither more
corrupt nor more dictatorial than "bank officials, corporate
executives 'or 'Government officials." Moreover, that -outTYPI
the hundreds of complaints filed under the Act so far, very
few cases have stood up under investigation, and almost all
of the serious charges have been settled by action of the
•unions themselves.
But Mr. Donohue's most significant admission was his
statement that many sponsors of the anti-labor law in 1959
"accepted the common impression" that hoodlums ruled
labor unions, preying on the union rank and file, and forcing
employers to agree to demands beyond what the "more reasonable rank and file wanted."
"Common impression" is right! And that common impression was deliberately built up and foisted upon the
American people by Senators McClellan and Kennedy—and
Bobbie Kennedy who was the committee's chief counsel.
The real purpose behind the months of nationally televised Senate hearings was part of the making of a President,
and of an Attorney General.
Now the record shows that the "common impression" was
false, but so what. Jack Kennedy is in the White House as
a "friend" of labor, the law is in operation doing a vicious
job on labor unions, and labor is behind the eight-ball, on
the defensive. Now the same "friends of labor" are trying to
hogtie unions with their "economic guidelines" and the
European Common Market.

A
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IMM THAT has gits!
The House of Representatives and the
Senate of the United States, together known
as the 86th Congress, were determined to
carry on that tradition, and have now, with
the encouragement of the Kennedy Administration, handed over to private profit entrepreneurs a most generous slice of that
substance that is withheld from our paychecks under the heading "Inc. Tax."
The "them" that has, that now "gits," is
the gigantic monopoly known as the American Telegraph and Telephone Company, the
biggest corporation in the world's history
with assets running into the hundreds of
billions of dollars. To them the Congress has
handed over what former President Harry
Truman has estimated as $35 billion of value
in research and development which was
directly financed by the taxpayers. This
Telestar, the communications satellite now
in orbit and others that are to follow.
It means that AT&T and all the telephone
companies it owns may now add that value
on its books and adjust rates upward accordingly. We get it both ways. They get our
money as a free for nothing gift and now
are in position to use the swollen value as
a base for new and higher rates.
But that is not all. Experts have estimated
that with a properly developed system of
publicly owned communications satellites no
telephone call between any two points on
the globe should cost more than 10 cents.
We gather also from the experts that the
most efficient communications service would
be provided by high-orbiting (around 21,000
miles up) satellites going at a speed approximating the turning of the earth on its
axis and using all available frequency channels.
Instead of an efficient system we are now
saddled with the less efficient low-orbiting
communication satellites which AT&T favors. Why? Because the low system requires
more ground stations and the potential
profit lies in these ground stations.

their way to be helpful. They help out in
your district. They may even work for you.
They stay out of your hair during the minor
skirmishes. They may even get into some of
the minor fights on your side. Then; when

the big one comes along, what a change!
"Take the telecommunications issue. In
this they are directly involved, either
through the big company or the subsidiary
outfits. They then give us the line: 'Why
stick your neck out? The Administration is
pushing the partnership between Big Government and Big Business. They aren't going to support you. You're going to be left
out there by yourself and when election time
comes around your vote for government
ownership is going to be interpreted as a
vote for socialism. We'll see to that. And
for what? You can't win anyway without the
Administration.'"
NCIDENTALLY, the salaries and expenses
I of those lobbyists are paid by you in your
telephone bill. It goes into the rate structure.
Only nine members of the House stood up
to be counted against the giveaway. In the
Senate a handful, led by Kefauver, Morse
and Mrs. Neuberger, labored valiantly to
block it, even resorting to the filibuster, on
which the Senate, always unable to muster
a two-thirds vote when civil rights are at
stake, was able to impose cloture.
And who went right along with the Administration like the tail it is? We heard no
cries from the AFL-CIO, and the American
Communications Association, AFL-CIO-which we have always suspected of being
more company union than bona fide—gave
full endorsement to the steal.
This act of Congress was among the most
immoral in the nation's history. Highway
robbery is the only fitting term for it.
iç
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HE US is just about the only country
the world where profit-making monopoly
is trusted with the handling of communications. Everywhere else communications are
on a par with the postal service, owned and
operated by the governments.
All of these arguments and more were
given to Congress, but to no avail.
One Congressman, quoted in The Nation
by John J. Lindsay, related this about
AT&T's lobby:
"They are damned clever. They go out of
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A NY ILWU member need only read the printed record of
ival our 1959 International Convention to discover that the
officers and many delegates during debate on resolutions
dealing with the McClellan Committee said then what'Mr.
Charles Donohue now admits--several years later.
The few delegates who spoke in favor of the Senate
Committee at that time, pointed out that the Committee
could not be labeled as anti-labor because of the presence
of such senators as John Kennedy, and Senator McCarthy
of Michigan. Senator McCarthy, a former union man himself, later quit the committee because of its anti-union
activities, but the Kennedy brothers stayed on to do a job
on labor while posing as friends and champions of the rank
and file.
Mr. Donohue concluded his statement to the press on
racketeering in unions and the record under the KennedyLandrum-Griffin law, by stating that the best protection
against corrupt practices in unions is more rank and file
interest in attending meetings and engaging in other union
activities, and the best cure for corrupt practices is voluntary action by the unions themselves.
Again, this is just what we officially resolved in 1957 in
our convention. We were thinking and acting in terms of
what was best for the rank and file and for democratic and
strong unions. We were not concerned with being a part of
a political build-up to elect Senator John Kennedy to the
White House, or have his brother as Attorney General.
We are watching the workings Of this phony law. Right
now it's the Teamsters and Jim Hoffa who are under the
gun. But our turn is somewhere along,the line, if we know
our labor history, and Bobbie Kennedy—and we think we do.
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Munger Elected

CRDC Raps
Giveaways
To Big Biz
PORTLAND—Clyde Munger of Local 92 was elected president of the
Columbia River District Council, replacing Donald Van Brunt of Longview, who declined to run again.
Max Houser of Checkers Local,40
was reelected secretary-treasurer.
Others elected at the August 12
CRDC meeting included: Bill Fisher,
Local 8, vice-president; Everett Ede,
Local 8, Tony Bott, Local 4, and Russell Maine, Local 12, trustees. Officers were installed by International
Representative James S. Fantz.
The council took note of the courageous resistance offered by a handful of senators (including Wayne
Morse and Maurine B. Neuberger,
both Oregon Democrats, and Ernest
Gruening, Democrat of Alaska), to
the proposed communications satellite giveaway.
Houser was instructed to send
messages of commendation and support to the trio and affiliates were
urged to take similar action.

• VANCOUVER, B. C.—The • Canadian Area Executive Board of the
ILWU recently voted to support the
campaign to defeat the Draft Columbia River Treaty negotiated between Canada and .the US.
The treaty; in its present form,
gives major benefits to US industrial
interests in. the Pacific northwest
at the expense of Canada.
The campaign.. against the Draft
Treaty _is.being led by the'Columbia
River for Canada Committee which
includes labor leaders and other
prominent people. It supports the
proposals of former Canadian chairman of the International 'Joint Commission, General A. G. L. McNaughton, who conducted a fight to provide.
greater benefits: for Canada.

--,-Bastian in the San Francisco Chronicle, July 22, 1962

Ads Lure Some
Into Bankruptcy

BERKELEY—By picturing the average US family living in the lap of
MORSE—PRO AND CON
manifold luxuries, advertising has
Morse was lauded for his staunch lured some people into buying too
refusal to hand over the taxpayers' many autos, TV sets, and motor
investment in Telstar and the peo- boats and driven them into bankple's stake in space to a communi- ruptcy, a state official said here recently.
cations monopoly.
However, later in the meeting the
Helen Nelson, California's consumOregon senator was sharply criti- er counsel, said 24,000 families in the
cized for his July 6 newsletter stat- state declared bankruptcy last year,
ing he is sponsoring a bill which though the average income rose to
would impose further government4I, a record level. She .blamed sellers
restrictions on labor's right to. strike.' - who advertise so many dollars down
A two-pronged motion placed the while concealing the total price.
council on record in opposition to
Credit is so often offered and so
the bill, and directed Houser to write
easily obtained that Americans are
Morse on the matter.
spending themselves bankrupt, Mrs.
In other motions, the CRDC:
•Instructed legislative representa- Nelson said. Many families simply
tive Ernest Baker to attend the AFL- imagine how they'd like to live, then
C:101 tAte convention, .slate,, for- stLve:to..achieveit through. credit,
Salem, August 29-30, where Fall elec- " -The typical bankrupt is -a family
tion endorsements will be consid- with $5,000 a year income and 15
creditors—not - counting the mortered;
• Voted concurrence in the Area La- gage lender, she said. The family
bor Relations Committee stand on owes them half its annual income.
curbing carbon monoxide gas dan- Many a debt-ridden worker who falls
gers to longshoremen working in behind in his payments finds bankruptcy the only escape.
itatthes;':,

Bay Area Picnic Is Bang-Up Affair
SAN FRANCISCO—The Bay Area
Pensioners' Association picnic held
at Little Switzerland, at El Verano,
August 19, and assisted by members
of Auxiliary 16, was hailed by oldtimers as One of the best yet.
The ILWU band furnished dance

music, refreshments were served by
wives and widows of pensioners, and
auxiliary members. Auxiliary president Asta Harman was crowned
queen of the pensioners and a historic 1934 strike picture was won by
Local 10 member Charles Woods.,

A Picture
Of Real Monopoly
Talk about a labor monopoly is
another red herring, aimed at distracting us from the facts of corporate life in the midst of the 20th
century.
The Kefauver Subcommittee on
Anti-Trust and Monopoly of the
US Senate recently . went to the
trouble of calculating the share of
output controlled by the largest
four companies in each of several
hundred industries.
The largest four companies in
each of their respective industries
produce the following proportions
of the nation's output of these
products.
•100% of railroad passenger
cars
•99% of primary aluminum
•.98% of plate glass and flat
glass
•
•
•
•98% of automobiles
•96% of photographic film
•95% of outboard motors
•94% of copper products
•93% of electric light bulbs
•83% of salt
•82% of cigarettes
•81% of tin cans
•,80% of towels and washcloths'
—From the Catering Industry Employee

Radioactivity
In Milk Hits
Midwest Kids

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Surgeon
General Luther L. Terry, of the US
Public Health Service said, in a letter
reCently made public, that the Government is worried about the absorption of radioactive material by
mid-western Children, as a result of
nuclear bomb tests.
"There are several areas in the
mid-continent section of the country
where the estimated thyroid doses
of infants, based upon the concentrations of radio-iodine in milk, have
approached the radiation protection
guide recommended . by the Federal
Radiation Council," Dr. Terry wrote.
The "protection guide" is a measure of what is considered a safe limit
of radiation.
He 'added that this development
was of concern not Only to the Public
Health Service, but to other branches
of the‘government, and 'is reportedly
being intensively studied by the Federal Radiation Council:
- The Federal Radiation Council was
established by executive order in
1959, and consists of the Secretaries
, of Hea,lth, ,Education p,nd Welfare;
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Segregation
In Bay Area
Is Fought
(Continued from page 1)
been a large part of the city's labor
movement, many civic organizations,
and the influential San Francisco
Chronicle. The paper editorialized,
when announcement was made of
the new school's arbitrary racial
composition: "The,Board of Education, face to face with the segregation problem . . . may well take
notice of public awareness of the
situation and of a strong desire that
it be changed."
At last report the Board of Education announced that the junior
high will not open, thus reducing
immediate tension, while evading
the central problem of eliminating
segregation.
While the issue has been sidestepped, Negro leaders, unionists and
many civic leaders see' the"act as a
-token-of-victory,'a-n-crawrecog tion.
that community pressures have been
effective.
Recognizing the power of protest,
the San Francisco Chronicle editorialized:
"We are gratified that Central
Junior High will not open its doors
next month to a student- body 60
per cent Negro in a community 80
per cent white .. . We find in it a
victory for the principle that the
spread of de facto segregation in
San Francisco schools is not to be
encouraged . .. We encourage the
Board of Education to face the issue
with renewed
of segregation ".
conviction of its responsibility to
move toward true integration."

Demos Draft Costa
As State Candidate
SEATTLE—The Democratic party's central committee has drafted
James L. Costa, legislative representative of the ILWU Puget Sound
Council, as a candidate for the state
legislature from the 36th district.
Costa, a member of Longshore Local 19, has long taken an active part
in public affairs. He is unopposed
for the Democratic nomination. The
36th District's two House seats are
now held by Republicans With generally unfavorable voting records on
labor-endorsed issues.

Riot Charges Leveled
Against Wood Strikers
WALLOWA, Ore.—Use of the riot
charge, against strikers has re-entered the Oregon labor- scene after
a 13 years' absence, with, the arrest
here last,week of 25 unicon men accused of _partidipating , in, a, riot, at
the Bates Lumber Mill.
The incident,occurred,when scbs
charged a Lumber & Sawmill Workers Union picket line in ,an attempt
tolreopen the mill, -which, was Itimek
in July, in,protest ,against
ard wage rates.
• )I
•
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Jack London Wrote of the People,
Spoke with the Voice of a Worker
By JOAN LONDON
(Editor's Note: Joan London is the
daughter of the world famous author
Jack London. This article first appeared in "Rank & Filer" published
by Teamsters Local Union 70 in Oakland, Calif. Born and raised in Oakland, Joan London has retired from
her work as publication editor and
research librarian for the California
State Federation of Labor.)
AY JACK LONDON, and people
think of The Call of the Wild,
The Sea Wolf and other remembered
stories. But say this name to a union
member, old-timer or young-timer,
and more than likely he will recall
the searing lines of the Definition of
a Scab, which, during the last sixty
years, has been reprinted over and
over again in union papers and bulletins in every state in the nation.

S

Thus Jack London, who never carried a union card, belongs to the labor movement, part of its traditional
past, part of its living present.
It can be said without fear of contradiction, for he often said so himself, that the lack of a strong labor
movement in the Bay Area in the
1890's was a powerful factor in his
becoming a writer. He was no
stranger to work when he got his
first fulltime job at the age of fifteen; since he was ten he had contributed to his family's support as a
newsboy, pin-setter, ice wagon helper. But the job he took in a West

Dockworkers
On Retired List
SAN FRANCISCO—Following is
the latest list, as of September 1,
of dockworkers retired under various ILWU-PMA plans.
Local 8, Henry Breidenstein,
Lawrence W., Callahan, Harry K.
Foster, Frederick Holly, Joseph
John Ross, Ward F. Searles.
Local 10, Axel Johnson, Tony
Marks, Peter Ross, Joseph Tanzillo. Local 12, Archie W. Frederickson. Local 13, William L.
Brooks, Charles Brown, Sigurd
Johnson, John Medina, Steve
Spaan. Local 19, Archie Sinclair.
Local 21, Thomas A. Gunnari. Local 23, Clifford C. Brammer. Local
29, Arthur Hanks.
Local 34, Henry B. Elliott, Jack
Kelley. Local 40, Walter E. Park.
Local 46, Teodosio Gonzales. Local
53, William John Penn. Local 63,
Wilford M. Crowe, Glen ford C.
Mills, Andrew E. Perkins, Clarence
H. Schlarb. Local 91, Walfred Olson. Lodal 94, Mathew J. Alloy,
-Hans E. Peterson. Local 98, Paul
C.• Harvey.

Oakland cannery in 1891 was different
Because the one dollar a day he
earned on a ten-hour shift at ten
cents an hour did not meet his parents' needs, he worked overtime—at
straight-time pay, of course. For
eighteen to twenty hours at a stretch
he stood at the same machine; once
he worked a double shift of thirtysix consecutive hours and took home
the princely sum of $3.60.
Later, since he knew no way to
earn a living except by his hands
and his brawn, he worked in a jute
mill—ten hours a day at ten cents
an hour—side by side, he could never
forget, with children of eight or nine,
who also worked a ten-hour day but
received only thirty cents for the ten
long hours.
And still later, deciding that the
smart thing to do was to learn a
skilled trade, he got a job in a power
house where, the superintendent assured him, he could start at the bottom and work up to become an electrician. So he passed coal for the day
as well as the night shift, thirteen
hours a day, twenty-nine days a
month, for $30.00 a month. When he
learned the truth—that two men had
been earning $40 a month apiece had
been fired by the superintendent and
that he had been given both jobs at
$30—he was stunned. Years afterward he wrote of this experience: "I
thought he was making an electrician out of me; as a matter of fact,
he was making $50 a month out of
me."
E HAD had enough. He was
barely eighteen when he made
the fateful decision to become an
author and started on the difficult
path to reach his goal.
But what he had learned from
cannery, jute mill and power plant
of the conscienceless exploitation of
workers by employers he never forgot. Early he had realized that, as
individuals the workers were helpless and that they would remain
helpless unless they banded together,
bound by fierce loyalty not only to
each other but to all organized
groups of workers, to win from their
adversaries, the employers, a better
life for themselves and their families.
Especially in the early years of his
writing career, he wrote many articles and essays about organized labor, proudly celebrating its victories,
recounting with equal pride its actions and conduct even when strikes
were lost, and always stressing its
finest attribute and most powerful
weapon—the solidarity of the workers. So strong was.his faith in solidarity, this brotherhood of workingmen,,that he regarded with loathing
and hatred anything or anyone that

H

menaced it — epitomized, certainly,
in his definition of a scab.
Thus, in an essay little known today, he sketched the events of the
labor strife in San Francisco in 1901
when, one after the other, teamsters,
butchers, bakers, laundry workers,
longshoremen and many others
came out in support of the cooks and
waiters, a newly organized local that
had called its first strike.
Writing of big strikes, he said:
‘`. . . these strikes become hegiras,
olympiads, things to date from." 1901
was such a strike year in the Bay
Area, just as long afterwards, 1934
was to become for the entire Pacific
Coast.
I HIS _essay,,he did, more than debribe with' pride and enthusiasiii,
the solidarity of labor during this
1901 strike year. Almost as if he
could pierce the veil of time and see
into the future, he set forth in utmost clarity the issues and the adversaries that were to dominate labor relations down to and including
our own time: the local unions and
their councils, backed by their internationals and the national Federation, on the one hand, and the employers' associations and the NAM
on the other; higher wages, fewer
hours, better working conditions, of
course, but also the closed shop and
the fundamental rights of workers
to organize, to bargain collectively,
to strike for their demands, and to
support the strikes of other workers.
In the same essay, he reported the
statement of a spokesman for the
1901 employers' association: "Labor
cannot be allowed to dictate to capital and say how business shall be
conducted. There is no objection to
the formation of unions and trade
councils, but membership must not
be compulsory." Familiar? It should
be. The proponents of the "right to
work" are still saying the same thing.
There are still employers' associations, and, thank God, there are still
unions and loyal union members.
Despite its great strides in the past
sixty years, labor's fundamental
goals have not changed; it merely
has more to lose now if its vigilance
should falter or if its rich heritage
of solidarity should be weakened.
This emphasis on loyalty to a common cause remains the finest of Jack
London's contributipns to the labor
movement. In a letter to the Central
Labor Council of Alameda County a
few years before his death, he said:
"I wish to point out. something
that you all know, but something
that is so great it cannot be pointed
out too often, and that grows every
time that it is pointed out—and that
is: the strength of organized labor
lies in its brotherhood.... The holiest reason that men can . find for
drawing together in any kind of ,
organization is brotherhood. And, in 4
the end nothing can triumph aga
such an organization.'; 14

A pioneering project for American labor—
PMA Pension Fund in San Francisco's We
rapidly taking shape. 299 garden apartr
ing. Seen here are various steps of con:
and foundations are poured on one of the
other blocks already have plumbing and e
stages of framing. Models open for insp
and first buyers should be able to move i
fion can be obtained by writing a postca
gomery Street, San Francisco.
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DISPAITCHEI:

in San Fr ncisco's Western Addition

s, •

!saianaog",

—the cooperative housing sponsored by the ILWUNestern Addition—are now under construction and
rtments will rise soon in this cooperative undertakDnsfruction. Grading is completed. While footings
the three city blocks that make up the entire unit,
I electrical installations underway as well as first
ispection are expected to be ready in November,
e in sometime in January, 1963. Further informa.card to Hal Dunleavy and Associates at 454 Mont-Dispatcher Photos
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Dangerous Materials

Washington Transportation Industry
Opposes Labeling for Safety, Health
(Continued from page 1)
guage, the -proposed labeling code
This preamble came under a sharp
merce Commission and the US Coast provides that the containers of dan- attack from the Association of
Guard have any authority over such gerous materials carry proper labels Washington Industries. A spokesman
shipments and, regardless of hazard, showing the exact nature of the con- objected to the words "well being"
the state can do nothing about the tents, the degree of hazard as indi- contending that this is outside the
safety conditions of the longshore- cated by such signal words as "Dan- scope of an employer's responsibility
men who the state by law must in- ger," "Warning" and "Caution" and and should have no place in a safety
clude under its compulsory indus- instructions for first aid treatment code.
trial insurance program.
in case of contact or exposure.
"It seems to us that in raising inSchaps carried the PMA position
The code covering occupational numerable objections to the occupaone step further by asking the De- diseases would give the state safety tional disease code the employers are
partment to exclude shipments in division authority to control the to- guilty of an obvious contradiction,"
intrastate commerce from coverage tal job "environment" of working Van Brunt said. "They spent a day
under the propose! labeling code.
people. The scope of this authority telling us about the research they
The PMA's objections were quickly is indicated in the preamble which have done on all aspects of the probsupported by spokesmen for the states:
lem and then asked for a delay of
Washington Motor. Freight,Associa"Industrial developments, past, another year so they could look into
tion, whose employees are covered present and future create an in- the question."
by the state industrial insurance creasing number of hazards to workBesides Van Brunt, ILWU repreprogram and by the railroads, whose men, whereby such workmen's sentatives participating in both
workers are excluded.
health and well being may be im- hearings were Glen C. Bierhaus, SeThe move made it apparent that paired. These hazards are classified attle Warehouse Local 9 and secrean attempt will be made to exclude as health -hazards of a chemical or tary of the Puget Sound Council;
the entire transportation industry of a physical origin. The health haz- W. H. Polk, chairman Seattle Local
from any state safety regulations ards of a chemical nature are con- 19 Safety Committee; Ed Andrew,
dealing with hazardous material.
sidered to be dusts, fumes, vapors, Local 4, Vancouver; Ernie Meza, Lomists or gases. Those hazards con- cal 9, Seattle; Ron Wiest, Local 21,
PROTECT WORKERS
At the opening of the session, Di- sidered to be of a physical nature Longview; Oscar Wertanen, Local 24,
rector Jerry Hagen of the State are heat, light, pressure, noise, vi- Aberdeen, and W. A. Gillette, Local
Department of Labor & Industries bration and all forms of radiation." 23, Tacoma.
reminded the participants that "the
function of our department is not
the protection of property but the
protection of workers." Referring to
this in commenting on the PMA objections Chairman Johnson told the
attorneys for the transportation inWASHINGTON—The Reader's Di- business. Therefore co-ops can't "atdustry: "We are going to protect the gest's charge that consumer coopera- tract the outside investor," he said.
workers under the labeling code. The tives enjoy special "tax privileges"
The Digest charges that co-ops
railroads are excluded but a lot of Is "grossly misleading and' highly are driving competitors out of busiPMA workers are covered. The work- unfair," Senator Hubert Humphrey ness, Humphrey said. "Yet no comers must be protected. We don't care (D-Minn.) told his Senate colleagues parison is ever made as to how these
who puts the labels on—just so they recently.
'
few co-op acquisitions compare in
are put on."
The Senator pointed out that co- number and market power with the
As the objections to the code are ops don't pay income tax on their more numerous acquisitions by innow of a legal nature, Chairman customer refunds, nor does any other vestor-owned corporations."
Johnson indicated that no further business. Any corporation can deWith a touch of sarcasm, Humpublic hearings will be held. Accord- duct these refunds from its taxable phrey noted, "When a corporation
ing to the time schedule he an- income, Humphrey said,"but it's ap- that's set up to make a profit by
nounced, the department in about parent that most of them prefer to serving farmers acquires competing
a month will issue the code. In the pay tax rather than distribute their businesses, that's good free entermeantime it is expected that an profits to their customers. Coopera- prise. But when farmers acquire faopinion from the State Attorney tives distribute their earnings to cilities to serve themselves, some
General will be sought. The Gover- their customers."
believe this isn't free enterprise."
nor's Advisory Committee, in which
The Digest article, "Why Should
The fundamental distinction bethe ILWU is represented, will con- These Co-ops Enjoy Special Tax tween cooperatives and other forms
tinue to work with the department Privileges?" by 0. K. Armstrong, ap- of business enterprise, Humphrey
in drafting the final language.
peared in its February issue, and has said, is that co-ops are organized
ILWU COUNCIL AIM
been used to renew attacks on the and controlled by those who use
Enactment of the two Codes, as growing co-op movement in this their services, while other corporawell as the appropriation by the 1963 country.
tions are organized by investors to
legislature of sufficient funds to
Humphrey said "theost funda- make a profit from the customers.
guarantee their enforcement, is the mental error" in the article is the
number one item on the political ac- idea that "a co-op is something sepAnacortes Ponders
tion agenda of the ILWU Puget arate and apart from its farmer
Port'
Sound Council. ILWU sponsored leg- members." In reality, a co-op is as
Expansion
islation in recent sessions of the much a part of farming as the farm.
ANACORTES, Wash. — Expansion
legislature has had the support of It's a farmer's marketing depart- of Anacortes port docking facilities
the Joint- Labor Lobby. Representa- ment, or supply department, or both, to double present capacity is under
tives of the Building Trades Council he said.
consideration by the port commisand the International Chemical
These co-op investments don't in- sion. One project calls for the conWorkers Union alsci participated in crease in value, and most co-op struction of a second ocean pier,
the conferences.
'earnings are distributed in propor- deep water channel and turning
1
'
teehnical .in Ian- ' tiom to each member's use of the basin in Fidalgo Bay.

Reader's Digest Raps Co-ops;
Called 'Misleading, Unfair'
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Justice Douglas on 'The Submerged American'
Charging that radio and TV have
a "deadening effect" on the American mind, and that most of the
press, "gives no true account of
forces at work in the world," Justice
William 0. Douglas warned,"We are
passing through momentous times
where no debate takes place even on
crucial issues."
In a speech delivered recently as
the first annual lecture of the Earl
Warren Institute of Ethics and Human Relations, under the auspices
of the University of Judaism of Los
Angeles, the veteran Supreme Court
Justice who was appointed by Franklin D. Roosevelt asked:
"Is foreign policy—the key to life
and death for all forms of life in
this nuclear age—beyond the bounds
of debate? If so, how can we, the
people, ever free ourselves from military domination and assert our sovereign civilian prerogative over all
affairs of state—over war as well as
.
peace?"
Justice Douglas' views, printed in
full with his permission in the August 1962 issue of Frontier magazine
under the title "The Submerged
American," received virtually no coverage in the nation's press.
SAPPED BY FEAR
.,
...,
"We of the West — powerful in
ideas as well as in armed forces—
are somewhat crippled," Douglas
said. "Our strength is sapped not by
subversion bud by fears and prejudices. These include the racial problem, the growing insecurity of our
people, the trend to conformity and
to conservatism, the domination by
the Pentagon and the CIA, and the
decline of the great debate. As a re,
+cult we walk mostly alone."
Recalling the' past history of this
nation, he noted that before the Civil
War there were profound debates
which in many ways resembled the
discussions going on around the "undeveloped nations" of the world today. These include the meaning of
independence, the rights of men, the
status of minorities,.the..question ,of
who holds power in a society, and
what is a so-called "dominant" race;
and what rights if any, does citizenship give to an individual notwithstanding his race, color, creed, political beliefs or any other human
subdivisions.
FORCE FOR DISUNITY
"Racial discrimination is still a
force for disunity," Douglas said.
"Many trade unions—either by reason of a constitutional provision in
the charter or by reason of habit
ad practice—still bar Negroes. The
teachings of the Declaration of Independence are not always remem„,, ., —
,. •
'
bered."
Rariging far: and. wide into the
many aspects of our life the Justice
said in this powerful message:
"The racial problem is only one of
several that saps our strength. Automation promises to make the machine more dominant over man than
ever before.. With that domination
comes insecurity, at the prospect of
unemployment...."
VAST BUREAUCRACIES
He spoke of the era of vicious exploitation — the so-Called "gilded
age" that followed the Civil War—
that finally forced a number of legislative reforms to put brakes on the
period "when individualism ,was
rampant and human rights were
made secondary to property rights."
Yet, he added, the very civil service
that was expected to save government from the "spoils" system has
produced "vast bureaucracies that
are heavy footed and under watchful
eyes. The loyalty-security programs
governing employees now reach into
the private sector."
And what are some of the results?
•Douglas answers:
"Big corporations, like big,governwent arid big unions, breed non-cOnAt the
trOversical Men' and worrier'.
,
.
Managerial, engineering, or admanistrativc level there may be debite
and "cbntroverV. Ituti'im the laiger
PUblid issues, of the'444, the voices
bf einioloiets 'ai'e' largely.'muter The
minerdidlisrri of television and ra'dio, iia m,ad like(chaiige. SpdriSors
1113'nut vaiut flick prodlict:S iden,tifiecl

with controversial programs nor
with controversial commentators.
There has been such a deadening
effect of radio and TV on the American mind,that we may have reached
a point where men and women who
will sponsor unorthodox points of
view must be subsidized by foundations.
"The dialogue that has characterized the free society has not disappeared from the American scene,
though it has declined."
Concerned because there has been
so little debate on these crucial issues, Douglas asks: "Why has the
pattern of no discussion reached into
atomic testing, disarmament, Berlin,
and other issues that involve the
problems of survival or extinction?
Is foreign policy—the key to life and
death for all forms of life in this nuclear age—beyond the bounds of debate?"
LOWLY STATE OF PRESS
A survey of US newspapers, he
notes, shows that discussion on domestic as well as foreign issues have
reached a "lowly state."
"Money-makers have taken over
the press," he said."They want readers and advertisers; and so they cater to the low common denominator
in the populace. To that fact must
be added the further one that the
owners are largely conservative. The
result is a press which with few exceptions gives no true account of
forces at work in the world.
"Ignorance alone is tragedy
enough," Douglas added. "Further
tragedy lies in the fact that the people of the United States—the ones
who could, if awakened, take up the
challenge of the Cold War and win
it—are largely immobilized. Fears of
Communism are subtly formed into
fears of the unorthodox."
A modern crusade has become
necessary, he said, especially if we
are to become again a nation in
which there is truly "free" enterprise
—if individuality is to come alive
again—if monopoly is not to con.
tinue -SUbrnerging
MILITARY INFLUENCE
The influence of the military has
done much to erase the free American voice, Douglas points out.
"The Pentagon that gets roughly
45 billion dollars a year also makes
for conformity." Military thinking
dominates our every day life, he said.
"Our foreign aid program was used
not•to reestablish viable democratic
societies but to shore-up old feudal
regimes. Dollars and guns were our
security."
Speaking of the rising Pentagon
influence, he points to the fact that
in some communities "three out of
four or even five out of six families
are dependent directly or indirectly"
on the Pentagon.
'What would happen in city after.
city if real disarmament was announced tomorrow? Would the mili-

tary stand idly by and watch their
bureaucracy and their power wither?
"The influence of the Pentagon
abroad is destructive of the democratic ideal," he continued. "As a
result of Pentagon-type thinking,
many potentially democratic nations
abroad have been permitted to remain dictatorships or feudal policecontrolled states."
In those countries "a few men or
a few families own the country; the
rest are serfs. There are few if any
schools; few if any doctors; few if
any opportunities to escape the slavery of ignorance, illiteracy and disease. The jeeps of the Pentagon that
roar through these villages bring no
message of hope. The regimes we
arm and support with lavish funds
usually have no program of reform.
Due largely to the Pentagon influence our heroes seem to be the dictators. That is one reason why the
tides of history are running against
us."
And what is true abroad, Douglas
notes, has an equal truth at home
where ". . . the military is more and
more implicated in policy-making.
Each branch of the armed forces has
its own state department."
SIGN OF FERMENT
The American Declaration, he
said, affirms a different point of
view. "It recognizes that man comes
ahead of society. Man creates society; he is not created by society.
There is no limit to man's revolutionary hope.
"The independence of nations is
but one sign of ferment in the
world," he continued. "No matter
what the Pentagon says, the feudal
societies are doomed. Overseas the
peoples' protests are being heard
more and more. Hunger, disease, illiteracy, exploitation and misgovernment—these are the enemies. The
peoples of the world are going tt) be
done with them. Revolution after
revolution is going to be launched:
Are we to credit every revolution to
the Communists? Is every overseas
reformer-to-be •stiSpect?-"Demands for reform and revolution are expressions of the world's
unrest. The Pentagon and the CIA
overseas search out men who temporarily crush the dissidents. But
popular unrest is so deep that attempts to stomp it out only strengthen the Communists. The problem is
not to quell the revolutionaries. It
is to supply and support democratic
cadres who will direct the reforms
and manage the turbulent days
ahead."
Justice Douglas concluded:
"Has the American sense of adventure, the American experimental
attitude been dulled by the affluent
society? Will a people who practice
discrimination at home be eager
evangelists of equality abroad? Are
we sufficiently tolerant to permit
our people and our aid to construct

WILLIAM 0. DOUGLAS
socialist societies in other nations?
Is free enterprise, now greatly transformed in this country and only a
shadow of its original form, still such
a powerful symbol as to immobilize
us from unorthodox work abroad?
Is the orthodoxy that has caused the
left to disappear at home and that
has resulted in a polarization of political thought at the center and to
the right going to paralyze us for
revolutionary deeds abroad? Can we
make 'revolution' a respectable word
or have we given the Communists a
monopoly on it?
"These are soul-searching questions _concerning America that are
as yet unanswered....
"If the mood of this day reflected
the spirit of the Declaration of Independence, the renaissance would
have arrived. Then the ideas of
equality would energize us and result in an outpouring of talents for
work overseas in villages where -ignorance, poverty, and filth pile high.
Then the idea of 'the consent of the
governed' would become a principle
worthy of honor in the mat backward nation. It would take fire at
home and bring into all phases of
our foreign policy a concern for people rather than for power blocs and
military bases. If the Jeffersonian
ideas in the Declaration possessed
us, revolution would be our slogan—
revolution against feudal regimes as
well as revolution against colonial
powers."

Local 6 Wins
New Contract
At Union Hide

Here are, theichampions, of, the , ast, Burpaby
Champs
in, Canada Babe
Ruth League, with ;their rnanageri Bill
.
Korp (far right) a member of ILWU Local 502 executive board, New Westnriinsfer, British Columbia. Kope ,has recorded three' out of four first-place *ins
since he' managed these 11.WU-spionsored boys. Seen from 1eft0o rigkrt,,4 front
row: coach Gordon Sholz, Brent Griffin Molding fho fe:airt trophy)), JimiMason,
Bob Brown; (rear) Cliff Blount, John Niemi, Dob BI6LInt, Briau%Keniledy, glidk
Maaren, Ken Markley; Warteln Cciughtin, Ro'dney: Aks-aniuktahd Bill
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OAKLAND — Completed negotiations at Union Hide Company, which
was recently organized by Local 6,
resulted in a two-year agreement effective June 1, 1962 to June 1, 1964.
The contract provides for a wage
increase of 25 cents across the board
and newly won fringe benefits including paid holidays, sick-leave,
hospitalization, and seniority rights
on the job. The new rate of pay, as
reported by East Bay business agent
Joseph Blasquez, will be $2.55 per
hour.
Next June, the agreement provides
1 2 cents
for another increase of 22/
per hour, plus the warehouse pension plan. At that time it is expected
the comiphny's wage 11,nd fringe berVefit strdature)whit be onla part with
the`BarAreA4patttrn. 14111141
4asti1iez; missistied by. Plant )stewalit (Alt fiRobinstoRc. ahhounced tl
sigiiihg Gf the contirabot0August ,t10,
wittVwdge iriereaset timber Petroactiv:e
.11 r
to June 1.
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Candidate O'Connell Calls
Prop 24 'Police-State Horror'
SAN FRANCISCO — "The policestate horror that can result when
Birchers and their ilk run wild with
misplaced patriotism has never been
better demonstrated than it is by
Proposition 24 on the November ballot," Congressional candidate John
A. O'Connell said this week.
O'Connell, a Democrat who seeks
election to Congress from San Francisco's new Sixth District, said, "It
is bad enough to think of turning the
state over to Richard Nixon. Now the
Birchers want us to turn it over to
Louis Francis and a band of hysterical, freedom-hating superzealots."
As a State Assemblyman, O'Connell is chairman of the Committee
on Criminal Procedure, and is a nationally recognized authority on
constitutional law. He said in his
statement that "even the most conservative California newspapers, like
the Los Angeles Times, recognize

that the so-called Francis Initiative
is an unconstitutional farce."
O'Connell acknowledged that, "It's
hard for any genuinely patriotic citizen to vote against a measure that is
described as anti-Communist. But
we all know that some terrible things
are done in the name of anti-Communism, and Proposition 24 represents not only a legal mess but an
example of everything that is wrong
with the blindfold-and-shotgun approach to anti-Communism."
O'Connell, a member of the national advisory board of the Catholic
Council on Civil Liberties, added that
"The important difference between
our democracy and a totalitarian
dictatorship is in our freedom to dissent. To attack that freedom is the
very opposite of intelligent patriotism. Californians should repudiate
this Birchite horror with a resounding 'no' vote on Proposition 24 in
November."

ILWU Auxiliary News
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Plans Underway for
Federated Board Meet
NORTH BEND, Ore. — Plans are
now completed for a meeting of the
Federated Auxiliaries Executive
Board to be held in Longview, Washington, September 21-22 at ILWU
Local 21 hiring hall, it was announced last week by Valerie Taylor,
president, and Norma Wyatt, secretary.
The Federated officers said each
auxiliary is responsible for the presence of its Board member, who is expected to present a brief written report on activities of the respective
auxiliary.
.Especially welcomed from all auxiliaries will be all proposals and recommendations concerning general
organizational problems.
Policies and decisions of the ILWU
Federated Auxiliaries will be formulated for the coming year at this
meeting. "We need the thinking of
every auxiliary," the officers wrote.

Vancouver Local Grants
$200 College Scholarship
VANCOUVER, Wash. — Charles
Henry Greely was the recipient of
the ILWU Local 4, Auxiliary 11 scholarship in the amount of $200, it was
announced recently by Beth Bolton,
scholarship chairman.
The local and the auxiliary voted
to make this scholarship an annual
thing.
Greely, a graduate of Fort Vancouver High School, is a pre-engineering major. He graduated 13th
in his class of 332, with a Grade
Point Average of 3.7.

Stockton Auxiliary
Chalks Op Busy Season
STOCKTON — Ladies Auxiliary 7
chalked up a very busy and active six
months of work and activity before adjourning for the summer. The
sewing group met regularly twice a
month at various member's homes to
sew for the children at San Joaquin
County Hospital and produced several dozen tiny cloth robes and slippers.
A very successful pensioner's potluck dinner was held at the union
hall last May, with many old timers
and wives present to enjoy a stimulating evening.
In other activities the auxiliary:
Donated $250 to the Mentally Retarded Children's Associations
Building Fund; sponsored a Blue
Bird group and sent two children to
summer camp; donated another $250
to the mentally retarded speech class
at the College of Pacific; donated a
$50 scholarship award to a son of a
Local 54 member;. donated $25 to
Local 6 toward their Colgate strike
fund.
:
I
The auxiliary will meet again Sep-

tember 12 to begin their Fall session
of activities and carry out the balance of their key projects, according
to Mrs. Thomas Hankins, publicity
chairman.

Auxiliary 8 Sponsors
Many Community Projects

BIG SHUTS
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LITTLE FISHES

ACK IN Washington, D. C., the
"population clock" in the Department of Commerce, ticked off
the 186,160,311th person.
At that precise moment, over at
the offices of the National Forest
department, they announced that
186,160,311 acres were under its direction, meaning an acre of public
land that belonged to each citizen.
„Flow's it feel, Mr. John Q., to own
an outdoor plot with square footage
equivalent to that of a football field?
*
*
*
etLEN BAKER, Portland Local 8
dispatcher, offers the following
information for those who seek the
large, stream rainbow in virgin setting.
.
"Go to LaGrande, Oregon; take
the milk train to Joseph to a spot
where the Grande Ronde and Wallowa river joins.
"It's a rather long journey for only
25 miles of track; takes four hours
or so to get there but the trout fishing thereabouts is worth it.
"In the many years I've been fishing this area since I was a boy I've
never seen but one angler come out
of there. This was a man who obviously fished below us, about four or
fives miles, and he had a few fivepound rainbow on his stringer.
"The train will stop at whatever
spot you designate and pick you up
on the way back,'a day or several'
days later."

WILMINGTON— Auxiliary 8 here
has had a busy half year, with emphasis on sponsoring scholarships,
Blood Bank drives and other community projects.
PAIR OF avid salmon fishermen
The auxiliary sponsored a vocago along with the recent item
tional nurse's scholarship, and re- about the salmon hitting like mad
cently presented $100 to Muriel along the west coast from Alaska to
Watkins, a student vocational nurse the Golden Gate.
at Harbor Collpge,,Thg auxiliary ,a1s0
H. D. Sigsby of Auburn, California
donated another contribution of paints a piscatorial picture of the
$150 towards scholarships.'
Klamath river, off-mouth salmon
President Evelyn Eklow an- fishing. He writes:
nounced plans for the annual picnic "Dear Fred:
"I'm enclosing a photo of a 141/2
—a pot luck with the auxiliary furnishing coffee and cold drinks—at pound salmon I took from the Klamath river, California. I hooked two
Peck's Park, San Pedro, August 26.
"Bloody Thursday" saw the auxili- and lost one. My wife lost a pair.
"There's a law in California, and
ary leading in the Blood Bank drive
held at ILWU Longshoremen Local a good one, that prohibits the use of
13 Hall, with close to 400 pints of gaff hooks and as a result many fish
blood donated. On the same day the are lost. As. you probably know a
women worked with the Diabetes fish that is gaffed and gets off the
Association of Southern California, giant hook, is a 'goner' anyway.
and during the next week with the
Mobile Chest X-Ray of the Los Angeles City Health Department and
TB Association.
At the Wilmington Community
Fair, Auxiliary 8 had a booth which
informed the community about the
union and its auxiliaries.
Miss Watkins, the young student
recipient of the scholarship, wrote a
letter of appreciation to the ILWU
women for helping to make her
study possible.
"The field of nursing," she wrote,
"has been a life-long dream of mine
now being fulfilled. Thanks to your
generous contribution I have been
able to purchase uniforms, sweater,
scissors and books needed in my
studies and nursing procedures. Under the careful guidance of our instructors, I have already cared for
many patients and feel that together you and I are making a real
contribution to the sick. I have made
plans to repay the loan fund so that
others may have the same advantages."

A

Hot Coffee for the
Men of Ketchikan
KETCHIKAN—Auxiliary 31 proudly presented an automatic coffee
and chocolate dispenser which it recently bought and installed in the
union hall for our men, Louise Danielsen, president, announced. It is
going over big, paying for itself, and
helping to boost auxiliary funds. On
July 28 the ›women had a picnic at
the home of Thelma iEnrigh,t, wife
of a Local 62 member.

1.1.•
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"Wish I had a picture to send you
of the fishing pressure in the Klamath river. Boats are so thick you
can walk across the river without
getting your feet wet. Fishermen
along the bank are elbow to elbow.
"My salmon was taken on a combination of spinner and cherry bobber.
"I :fished light with., a seven-foot,
glass spin rod, a Garcia saltwater

spin reel and a 10-pound test monofilament line."
Another letter, highlighting the
salmon fishing comes from Jim Foster, a member of Local 8, Portland,
although his catch represents another race of salmon—the spring run
in the Willamette.

at.

Jim took this 213/, pounder off the
mouth of Clackamas, large Willamette tributary.
He used a U-20 flatfish.
*
*
*
. John J. Gideon.,of .Raymond,
Washington, a member of Local 1,
is waiting with pulses poised for the
opening of the elk season in his neck
o' the woods.
Last year in the "South Fork"
country, John, his two sons, his
brother-in-law and son-in-law,
scored a "full house" iv elk in two
days of hunting...........
Bass fisherman William Wynne of
3955 Boundary Street, San Diego,
California says the largemouth are
starting to hit in the lower end of
Otay lake, San Diego county. He recommends Sneak lures with green
frog pork rind attached.
*
*
*
Members of the ILWU, members
of their family and friends, are eligible to receive a full coil of monofilament fishing line-100 yards of
SCOTCH, eight-pound test.
All that's required is a photo of a
fishing and hunting scene and a few
words as to what the photo is all
about.
Address it to
Fred Goetz,
Dept. TDL,
Box 6684,
Portland,
Oregon.
The offer is also
open to retired members. Please
state local affiliation.

New Paper Pier
Readied in SF
SAN FRANCISCO — A newly
converted pier, esti•nated to cost
$192,000, will become a newsprint

terminal early next year, it was announced this week by the Port Au-

thority.
Pier 1 is being remodeled for
Crown Zellerbach Corporation, which
is chartering two specially designed
Norwegian ships now under construction to carry newsprint from
mills at Ocean Falls and Elk Falls,
British Columbia. The ships will
have special equipment for. rapid
loading and discharging of paper
rolls.
The pier, immediately north of the
famed Ferry Building, will have its
shipside dock area widened ,from 15
to 30 feet and cargo doors in the
covered shed enlarged., The berth
will be, dredged to take sbips draw-

ing 29 feet.

'
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Emergency Care
At Kaiser
The emergency room at Kaiser
Hospital is for service to people
who are suffering from sudden,
acute illness or an accident.
In case of non-emergency illness go to the Drop-In Clinic
where specialist and general
treatment is provided on a nonappointment basis. For example,
if you had a cold for a few days
you are not likely to need emergency services, but you may wish
some immediate treatment. In
that case, go to Medical Drop-In
Clinic.
If you do not need immediate
treatment, but have a problem
which requires seeing a doctor,
call to make an appointment.
Emergency services are available at all the hospitals on a 24hour basis, 7 days a week.

Pensioners Give Aid
To Ailing Members
PORTLAND—The Columbia River
Pensioners' Association recently
purchased its first hospital bed,
which will be loaned without charge
to ill or disabled, members of the
group who are being cared for at
home, according to Mike Sickinger,
president. The association also has
several hand walkers and wheel
chairs for the free use of pensioners.
"We voted to buy the equipment
when we learned the exorbitant fees
charged by the hospital supply
houses was working a hardship on
our members. They charge $34.50 a
month for beds and $16 a month for
wheel chairs," he said.

Local 43 Acts to
Avert Fume Danger
The Welch
LONGVIEW,,Wash.,
Panel Company has agreed to have
an engineering firm make fume tests
on materials used in the plant's
manufacturing process, Local 43
CRDC delegate Aaron Wheatley reports.
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New Ships
Needed for
Intercoastal
(Continued from page 1)
Association of American Railroads.
Representatives for neither the Pacific Maritime Association, nor the
Pacific American Steamship Association were present at the hearing the,
first day.
The American-Hawaiian petition
for approximately half the investment to be guaranteed by federal
mortgage-insurance had been denied
once without a hearing. Recent pressure forced the current hearings.
However, as Bridges and others noted, the administration appears less
than enthusiastic about AmericanHawaiian getting back into business,
despite the fact that the company
already has almost 35 million dollars
in cash to invest in high-speed
freighters.
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
In his statement, Bridges noted
that the Modernization and Mechanization Agreement signed with
PMA provides American-Hawaiian
with an excellent opportunity from
labor's point of view.
"It gives the steamship and stevedore companies a free hand to introduce new methods — including
containers. The men are protected
against layoff and loss of earnings,"
Bridges said.
As a case in point, Bridges made
note of the benefits that containerships have brought in trade between
the Pacific Coast and Honolulu.
In his original prepared testimony
Bridges told the primary reason for
union backing of the steamship company's request:
"Our concern, as the union that
represents all the longshoremen,
shipclerks and other waterfront
workers on the Pacific Coast, is to
increase and stabilize work opportunity for our members."
Big Payroll at Portland Waterfront
PORTLAND — Portland's waterfront provides jobs for 13,000 people.
The annual payroll totals $62,500,000.

Here Is Q&A on ILWU-PMA
M&M and Other Benefit Funds
With this issue we begin a series of questions and answers about benefits for
longshoremen, shipclerks, and walking bosses under the ILJVU-PMA Benefit
Funds. During the next few months we shall answer a few questions at a time,
covering the most frequently asked questions about these benefits.
Q: Can I get more than one kind
of M&M benefit?
A: No. Under the M&M Agreement,
there is only one kind of M&M
payment for each fully registered
eligible man; Vesting, Disability, or
Death benefit. Vesting payments
are for men with 25 qualifying
years in the industry. Men with
between 15 and 25 years who are
permanently and totally disabled
will get Disability benefits. The
Death Benefit is for active men
with 5 years, or for retired mert
with at least 15 years who are not
eligible for Vesting or Disabilitx
payments.
Q: I am 62 years old. Last year you
wrote and told me I had 25 qualifying years. Now my doctor says I'n1
disabled and will not work again.
Should I apply for early retirement
under the lif8LAI Agreement?
A: No. If your doctor has certified
you are permanently and totally
disabled, and since you are under
65 with 25 qualifying years in the
industry, you should apply for disr.
abili!,y retirement benefits.
Q: Do you mean I should ask for a
pension instead of my M&M?
A: No. You should ask 'for both. Fill
out one application at your Local.
When that form comes to the
Fund's office, your eligibility under
both Agreements will be reviewed.
Q: In that case, how much will I
get?

A: As a permanently and totally
disabled man under 65 with 25
qualifying years in the industry
you will get lifetime Disability Pension of $115 per month ($100 for
men with some other kinds of pensions in addition to Social Security), and monthly M&M Disability
benefit payments of $110 a month
until the maximum of $7920 has
been paid.
Q: I retired this year on my 62nd
birthday. I had 25 years in, so I'm
drawing my M&M money. When I
die, what will my wife get?
A: If you die before 65, she tvill get
only any unpaid balance of your
M&M Early Retirement Vesting
benefit. At 65, since you had 25
qualifying years, you will automatically become an niwu-rmA pensioner at $115 a Month.In-the event
of your death after that, your wife
will get twelve months' survivor's
pension and continued welfare coverage,, and .the :remaining part of
your M&M Vesting benefit.
I went on a'reduced pension last
year when I was 65. Do I get anything under the M4341 Agreement?
A: Ixes, if you retired with at least
15 qualifying years. The ME:111
Agreement provides a death benefit
payable to the designee of any man
who retires on a reduced.(pro-rata)
pension with fifteen or more qualifying years, and who is not eligible
for Vesting or disability benefits.

HE UNITED STATES of America
enjoys calling itself a model of
the "free enterprise" system. What
does this mean when all the Madison Avenue hot air is blown away?
Simply that the employer is in the
business of making a profit—of taking the cream off the top, and the
worker is lucky to get some of the
skim milk. The worker has nothing
to sell but his labor—his muscle and
sweat and the skill of his hands and
mind.
If the worker ever gets more than
the leavings—the skim milk and the
crumbs off the table—he can only
do this because he not only exchanges his labor for the things he
needs—but he also learns over the
long pull—and usually the hard way
—that he must join his muscle with
others in order to have a voice and
some power.
This is history, and history doesn't
always teach an easy lesson. In fact,
when you forget all the slick advertising, and learn to ignore all the
smart public relations hacks who
keep trying to tell you how good you
have it—then you learn that in many
ways things haven't changed too
much for working people in a long,
long time.
The old lessons still hold good.
When men and women who have
nothing to sell but their labor join
hands, they'make gains. When they
are separated, they rarely have any
security or even a chunk of the
much-touted "American standard of
living" we're always being told belongs to all of us.
We are taught in school that the
Civil War was fought to free the
slaves. But to some people the freedom of slaves was more important
than to others. For example, in 1846
the New England Workingmen's Association resolved that slavery must
be uprooted before the rest of the
working population would have a
chance to rise above its own low position.
Those oldtimers in labor had already learned more than a century
ago the meaning of the slogan we
developed later on that "An Injury
to One Is an Injury to All." And they
realized that as long as any man was
in chains no workingman could call
himself free.

ions to negotiate for better wages
and conditions.
These new shops in the Deep South
are owned by the same men who own
the Northern mills, and they aim to
keep conditions in the South as they
always were, while playing off the
workers of one section against another.
Somehow the situation reminds
me of a period of history when Abraham Lincoln called for men to fight
to preserve the union. Some unions
practically ceased to exist as thousands left factories and mills to bear
arms for a cause.
But there were others who never
packed a union card, or packed a
gun, and to them war was a golden
opportunity, and some huge fortunes
were made in those days.
The Draft Act passed by Congress
about 100 years ago provided that
any man could send a substitute to
serve in his name by paying a paltry
$200—a cheap way to stay home,preserve your life, and reap in the dough
that was available.
After the Civil War when militant
unionists came back, and there were
hard times, and they tried to reestablish their militant unions, the
heroes of yesterday were suddenly
called "agitators." Those who had
fought to help create equality, regardless of color or creed, were called
radicals when they opposed the new
variety of "slavery" that segregation
laws brought to the South.

070DAY UNIONISTS who try to
move into the area south of the
Mason-Dixon line to organize all
workers of all colors are still treated
as dangerous agitators. And, one
should add, in order to be perfectly
honest, there's far too much discrimination among unions in socalled enlightened North and West.
But certain facts of life we learned
In a hundred battles should teach us
that the old slogans of unity extend
in every direction. Now that the new
crop of millionaires are draining
profits off their new runaway shops
in the South, with cheap labor, and
by keeping races separate, fighting
each other instead of fighting the
boss, we see that living standards
are dropping even in such old, established areas as New England.
If the workers of the South are
not organized, the day cannot be far
CURE, TIMES HAVE changed off when every worker in the USA
mightily. A great number of to- will feel the effects of these dividay's workers have many more good sions. Industrie,s will threaten to run
things—cars and TV sets and freez- away, and unions will become ever
ers and homes. And the only chains more fearful of asking for a better
most of us feel are our attachment shake.
Remember this: today's millionto the finance companies.
aires, like the robber barons of old,
Yet in many ways the labor move- did not get rich by working with
ment of the mid-1960's still has their own hands. And none of them
many of the same old problems. ever gave the workers anything for
There are still many workers in nothing.
chains of a different kind.
The employer is still trying to get
Here's what I mean: We would be the
cream, and expects you to do his
kidding ourselves if we forget that Work for him. The employer still reNeor
so long as any worker, white
sembles the guy who bought-out of
gro, North or South, remains unor- -the army for a couple hundred bucks
ganized, the achievements and —while someone else did the fightstandards won by organized workers ing, and the dying!
everywhere else will, always be in
Labor organization, strong and
•
danger.
united —and leaching the fight
In these "enlightened" 1030's'dis- -against discrimination against any
crimination , against Americans be- man for any reason—is still the Only
cause of color continues to exist.. And Way every working man can achieve
what is worse—and. labor must heed 'security and _decency in this world
these danger signs—employers are of "free enterprise!"
taking advantage of these evils to increase their profits, and weaken unionism.
A 115VIC.: V ';:''0
Scores of New England industries
George Meany, AFL-CIO presihave "runaway" to the Deep South.
dent, in an address to the DecemAs a result, and under constant
ber, 1956, Convention of the
threat that there will be more such
National Association of Manufac- I
runaway shops, it becomes increasturers.
ingly difficult for New *England un-
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